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they in common beyond a name inherited by both continents
from an explorer who discovered neither ? Their moods
are widely different; their ideals appear to run in opposite
directions; and the looks that they exchange are rarely
seen in lovers' eyes. For it can hardly be denied that
South America views her northern neighbour with some-
thing bordering on apprehension sharing the ancient view
that " all evill commeth from the North." It is not for
a mere European to appraise the reality (or otherwise) of
the menace; but it is not, one feels, for nothing that the
" Pdigro Yanqui" is a commonplace of South American
publicists.
One rueful Northerner confesses that " the United States
is known in Latin America chiefly by its movies, its jazz,
and other aspects of its life which do not add to its prestige,
Personal contacts are made chiefly by salesmen who fre-
quently leave a bad impression as to our education and
ideas."   Can it be that South American misgivings are
solely due to Harold Lloyd, the rhythm of the blues, and
the defects of Babbitt as a conversationalist ?   I doubt it,
For Europe is almost equally pervaded by obliging gentlemen
with samples, by the disharmonic wails of dance music from
Alabama, by the vast grimace of Hollywood; but there is
nothing in the European mind comparable to the shrinking
of South America from the " Peligro Yanqui,"   What is the
reason ?   Such apprehension cannot, I think, have been
inspired by jazz.   Those tinny rhythms have no power to
prevail against the lift and march of Argentina's tango or
the dancing gaiety of the Brazilian maxixe;  and South
America is proudly conscious that her independence is not
threatened from that quarter.   Salesmanship never alarmed
a nation, since a threat of commercial domination is just
something to be dealt with by competition or tariffs.
Besides, the mood of South America is scarcely one of mere
apprehension, since it is occasionally tinged with resentment.
Now one may dislike bad music or bad taste; one may feel
a vague concern about aggressive foreign commerce; but

